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About This Game

Sometimes, in life, there are places where the rules of reality just don't apply.

Sometimes, it's the one place where you ought to feel safe.

Like your house.

Freelance designer Yuuki Kae has just moved into a new apartment. On her move-in day, she decides to introduce herself to her
new next-door neighbor... but something isn't quite right.

Static over the intercom... A violently rattling doorknob... And a ghostly pale hand reaching out through the crack in the door...

They said the apartment next to hers wasn’t for rent. It was supposed to be empty.

Through a series of strange events, Kae meets Hisamatsu Daigo, a fellow tenant who lives above her on the 3rd floor. Together,
they must hunt for clues to solve the mystery…

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neighbor is an updated remake of a classic Japanese horror visual novel, with all-new artwork and voice acting, as well as a
brand new soundtrack by famed composer Ryu Takami.

Players take the role of protagonist Yuuki Kae as she investigates the mysterious and terrifying events happening in her new
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apartment building.
You'll experience the story through an immersive blending of text, visuals and audio, with a reserved presentation designed to

lull the player into a false sense of security and amplify the chilling atmosphere.
Neighbor is a kinetic novel with no player choices and a single ending, streamlining the story and enhancing player engagement.

We hope you'll enjoy this spine-tingling adventure, fully voiced in Japanese and localized to English for the first time!
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Title: Neighbor
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
OTUSUN LAND
Publisher:
OTUSUN LAND
Franchise:
Neighbor
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2018
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English,Japanese
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My kids like this. I wanted them to play Kerbal but this works.. SOOOOOOOOOO cool. This "tech demo" as it is right now has
a unique freedom of movement. i love the wings and sugest adding wing suit alternative costume or maybe a pair of lazer blue
jet airplane wings, maybe some rings to fly through for trick flying games. Obvoiusly if dogfighting multiplayer rooms were
added some day this game could make some real cash. Totaly still in development dont expect a goal or score yet but it is
liberating to rocket to the top of the map then use the wings to glide down and land like a bird. MUST TRY. --support this
dev!--. This is a top down shooter with survival and rpg elements with a minimalist art style and Dark Souls level of difficulty. It
is well thought out and feels rewarding when you manage to survive an encounter. Expect to die a lot in the first moments of the
game, but get better and the game will make you feel like you earned it.. You want to expand your ability as a guitar player?
Sick tuning and re-tuning all your strings to play some emo heavy crap?
This might be a the pack for you. 12\/10. It's a continuation of Princess remedy in the world of hurt, which is free so try that out
too.
Believe it or not, it's a dating sim, quite enjoyable one at that.
I do dig the unique experience this game offers. It's very quick, but not really fast paced. You just wonder around until you can
do something and move on (while occasionally dating someone at your own will!). Nice soundtrack as always!

If you are looking for short, not necessarily technical and complicated game, this might fulfill that heartful desire.
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Great idea and concept, needs a lot more work.
Game was over for me pretty quick, couldn't buy anymore then it turns into an exchange simulator.

I would like to see some additions by the dev:
Easier Shop UI with additional items
Obviously wider choice of motherboards, cpus, gpus and even add other components involved with building mining rigs, psu etc
etc
Add the option of purchasing and moving locations to build the ultimate mining farm
Add altcoins
Add scenarios such as utility bills (Electric) which have to be paid monthly. So a date clock would be required.
Random scenarios with power failures, component breakdowns etc etc

Other than it being extremely basic, i like the idea and hope it gets improved.. simple and fun. the font really sucks though. This
game really surprised me. I was not expecting to love it as much as i have. This game is super addicting with a massive weapon
crafting system, Loads of different ships to fight and use, many basic type weapons to choose from. The game world is massive
with lots of factions to choose from with there own personal ships you can get that have there own special faction stats that can
completely change the way you play. I cant recommend this game enough.. Kaos studios has some talent behind their games,
however it doesn't seem to be in the way of making the actual game.

Get frontlines for a forgettable shooter you can play once, but don't expect to be very engaged. Some of the gadgets in the game
are neat, and I can see where many of the ideas for Homefront came from. Unfortunately, most of the game is boring and
cookie cutter.

Frontlines also suffers from badguys take too many bullets syndrome. It's tough to kill enemies with the limited selection of
weapons given to you.You might enjoy it once, but wait for a sale. Don't pay full price.. Okay, so you're constantly falling in this
cool-looking creepy space, but you can't actually see anything because you only get glimpses every few seconds, and then you
randomly die to something you couldn't see. Repeat this experience several dozen times and that's basically the game.

I wanted to like this -- I love cosmic horror and the atmosphere is great -- but as a game it's repetitive, boring, frustrating, and
riddled with bugs. Just STARTING the game required me visiting the forums because a bug had me hovering 500 feet over the
clickable menu items. Unless you really want a cheap VR experience you enjoy for ten minutes or so, hard pass. Sorry.
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